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EC-agriculture in the absence of atrade agreement issimulated.The simulation is
carried out with ECAM,a general equilibrium model of the ECwith the emphasis
on agriculture. The fact that the CAPwill be reformed in the coming years is of
much relevance for the future of EC-agriculture. Inthe secondstepthe model-outcomes and the commitments of the bilateral agreement are compared with each
other. Proceeding from reasonable assumptions with respect to exogenous variables,the paper concludesthat the commitments ofthe bilateral agreement are,for
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PREFACE

The trade agreement reached in November 1992 between the EC and
the US has raised debate about its compatibility with the reform of the
CAP decided upon in May 1992 by the Council of Ministers of Agriculture.Thisstudy addresses the question whether ornot thebilateral agreement is likely to have additional impacts on EC-agriculture. First, the
future development is assessed of EC-agriculture under the reformed
CAP and then the commitments of the trade agreement are analyzed for
possibleadditional consequences.
The assessment of the consequences of CAP-reform for EC-agriculture
is based upon simulation outcomes of the European Community AgriculturalModel (ECAM),an applied general equilibrium model of the EC with
the emphasis on agriculture. The ECAM-project is a cooperative venture
of the Agricultural Economics Research Institute (LEI-DLO), the Central
Planning Bureau (CPB) and the Centre for World Food Studies (SOWVU).
Research underlying this paper was carried out by C. Folmer (CPB),
M.A. Keyzer (SOW-VU), M.D. Merbis (SOW-VU), H.J.J. Stolwijk (CPB)
and P.J.J. Veenendaal (LEI-DLO). The study is simultaneously published
by the three cooperating institutes, which are jointly responsible for its
findings.
Director SOW-VU

W.Tims

Director LEI-DLO

/

L.C.Zachariasse

Amsterdam/The Hague,June1993
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations which is currently conducted under the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), was scheduled for completion by the end of 1990.
However, as of March 1993,there is still no GATT-agreement. This does
not mean that no progress has been made. On the contrary, step by step,
negotiating parties have come closer to each other, and, although many
obstacles still remain, it can safely be said that an agreement is within
reachby now.
The ambitious aims must, by hindsight, probably be pointed to as the
main reason for the delay. For instance, for the first time in history it was
agreed to consider agriculture within the GATT, a decision which would
appear as a source of many quarrels mainly between the United States
and the EC. On 20 December 1991 the Director-General of GATT, Mr.
Dunkel, presented a Draft Final Act covering all issues under discussion.
With respect to agricultural trade matters this draft will be referred to in
thispaper asthe 'Dunkel Proposal'.
Although some parties had serious reservations with respect to some
sections of the proposal, it has been accepted as abase for further discussions. In the course of these discussions itbecame clear that the disagreement between the EC and the US was a major obstacle for any overall
agreement. In the course of 1992 the EC and the US decided to start bilateral talks on the basis of the Dunkel proposal, and in November the
twoparties reached an agreement.
However, thisbilateral agreement iscontroversial within the EC,and it
has triggered many, often negative, reactions within the agricultural organizations. According to farm organizations, some food industries and
other critics the agreement between the EC and the US is not consistent
with the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) as decided in
1992 (the Mac Sharry-reform). The commitments following from the bilateral discussions will result in a loss of markets and, consequently, in
lower farm-gate prices. The European Commission does not endorse this
view. In its opinion the outcome of the bilateral discussions is consistent
with the Mac Sharry-reform. Moreover, according to the Commission, if

thebilateral agreement will result in amultilateral agreement, 'the CAPis
'safe' under the legal rules of GATTbecause of the adoption of the 'peace
clause"(seeCEC,1992,p.10).
In this paper the consequences of the Mac Sharry-reforms and the bilateral agreement will be investigated and compared in more detail. The
question which the paper tries to address is to what extent the bilateral
agreement is compatible with the Mac Sharry- reform. To answer this
question, we first evaluate the Mac Sharry reform package. We assess the
consequences of the CAP-reforms for the period until 2000in the absence
of a GATT-agreement, making use of ECAM 1),an applied general equilibrium model designed toevaluate changes of the CAP.Thereafter it will
be checked whether additional measures are needed in order to meet the
commitments of the agreement with the US. A second question to be
addressed is which incentive structure the GATT is likely to induce and
how the EC and EC-farmers will react to it. Finally, we will discuss to
what extent the present bilateral agreement can be seen as a step toward
liberalisation.

1)

ECAM is an acronym for European Community Agricultural Model. A short description of ECAM can be found in the Annex. It must be noted that ECAM implements the MacSharry reform for 1993-1996and makes various assumption on CAP
policiesafter 1996.

THEREFORMOFTHECAP:
EC-AGRICULTURE INTHEABSENCEOFA
GATT-AGREEMENT

2.1 Summaryof thereform
Over the last decades several proposals for reforming the CAP have
been formulated. The debate culminated in 1992with the acceptance of a
plan for fundamental reform. Thisso-called MacSharryplan modifies existing market regulations and extends current measures in the field of socialand structural policy.Weonly study modifications of rules for market
intervention. Market regulations change for cereals, oilseeds, tobacco,
milk,beef and sheepmeat.
In a nutshell these changes amount to the following. For some important commodities price guarantees are reduced considerably, for example
nominal prices for cereals,bovine meat and butter are decreased by about
35, 15 and 5 per cent respectively. Thereby protection against outside
competition is diminished, although the system of variable levies and refunds at theCommunity's border remains inplace.Measures aimed at directly constraining or reducing production, such as set-aside obligations
and production quota accompany theprice changes.Farmers are compensated for the loss of incomeby product-specific subsidies. The total value
of these subsidies isconstrained by the amounts that would bepayable in
somehistoricalreference year.
2.2 Scenario assumptions
The reform package has been simulated with ECAM. A scenario has
been formulated for the period 1992-2000, thus including the term of the
GATT-agreement. The Mac Sharry-reforms are introduced in 1993 and
gradually implemented in 1994and 1995in accordance with the Commis-

sion's decisions. The scenario shows the future of EC-agriculture under
thereform assumptions1).
It is conditioned by a set of assumptions on exogenous variables relatingtoworld market pricesand thehandling of inflation.
First, with respect to world market prices we take the view that the
evolution during the eighties has been an atypical one. World market
prices of agricultural products have fallen much faster than their longterm trend of 1-1.5 per cent per year in real terms (Grilli and Yang,1988),
and internalprices have increased compared tothe world market, in spite
of the stabilizer for cereals. Hence, it seems plausible to restore this imbalance.World market pricesfor products which arenotmuch affected by
theMacSharry-reforms aretherefore assumed tofallonlyvery modestly.
Table2.1 World market prices in real terms (ecu per ton and average annual
changerates)

Wheat
Coarse grains
Rice
Sugar
Fats and oils
Protein feed
Carbohydrates
Butter
Dairy
Bovine meat
Ovine meat
Pork
Poultry, eggs
Non-agric. tradeable
(1981=100)

1)
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1992

2000

96
87
220
283
327
375
82
2010
432
1635
1582
2928
10425

101
93
211
271
314
334
73
1990
425
1642
1556
2812
10015

+0.54
+0.54
0.50
0.50
-0.50
-1.26
1.26
0.20
0.26
0.00
0.26
0.50
0.50

152.2

152.2

0.00

Average annual
change 1992-2000

A detailed analysis of the Mac Sharry reforms with ECAM can be found in Folmer
et al.(1993).

World market prices for products for which, due to the reform, theECposition on the world market will change drastically have been treated in
a different way. In order to determine the magnitude of this change, use
has been made of outcomes from the MISSmodel which has endogenous
world market prices (Guyomard and Mahé, 1992). The results are summarized intable 2.1.
Secondly, one needs assumptions on inflation. The reform regulations
suggest that thesubsidies arefixed innominal terms,but that they may be
adjusted when circumstances become pressing. Here we have assumed
that the compensations will be fixed in nominal terms and that an annual
inflation rate of 3 per cent will prevail. Hence, real compensations
decrease by 3 per cent per year. Intervention prices are assumed to be
partly compensated for inflation. Depending on the product, intervention
prices in ECAMdecreaseby 1(quotaproducts) to3.0per centper year.
2.3 EC-agriculture underMacSharry:production,demand andexternal
trade
Production
Under the Mac Sharry-reform three instruments are deployed to constrain (the growth of) production: the set-aside obligation for basic arable
crops,production quota and quota on the amounts ofsubsidies payable to
the crop and beef producing sectors. The development of supply is also
influenced by thereduced intervention prices and theaccompanying compensations.
Table 2.2 summarizes the production figures for a selected number of
commodities. Toplace the figures in some historical perspective, growthrates for the same commodities are also given for the period 1982-1992.
According to ECAM the rate of growth in cereals production will be less
than 1per cent. Oilseeds production will also be heavily affected by the
reform measures.One part of the decrease in cereals and oilseeds production is caused by the set-aside obligation and the constraint on arable
land. An (assumed) reduction of physical yields due to lower prices isresponsible for the other part. Altogether it appears from simulations with
the ECAM model that 2.9 million hectares of land will be set aside in the
EC-9under theMac Sharry-reform.
The Mac Sharry-reform reduces milk quota and introduces a quota for
sheep.However, it is found that in the longer term some room for expansion of milk quota is created through an increase of EC-demand. Therefore, in ECAM it is assumed that in thelongrun quota canbe relaxed
11

Table2.2 Average yearlyproduction growth-rates (per cent)for selected commodities
1982-1992

1992-2000

Wheat
Coarse grains
Sugarbeet
Oilseeds
Consumable potatoes

2.9
0.2
1.2
11.4
0.6

0.7
0.4
0.1
0.6
1.8

Dairy
Eggs
Bovine meat
Sheep-and goat meat
Pig meat
Poultry meat

0.4
1.1
0.4
3.7
2.0
3.3

0.3
1.2
2.2
0.2
1.8
2.3

Product

somewhat. In spite of the imposition of quota, sheep meat production
shows a modest increase because of the assumed improvement of yields
with almost one per cent per year. Beef production increases also. This
happens in almost all member states (except Belgium and Denmark), and
becomes especially manifest after 1996.Cattle production is the only outlet for livestock capacity, because milk production is under tight quotas
and pork/poultry production areconstrained byinternal EC-demand.
Consumptionandintermediatedemand
The demand for agricultural products ischaracterized by lowprice and
income elasticities. Combined with a barely growing population, this results, at most, in a marginal increase of overall consumer demand, even
under falling (real) prices and moderate economic growth. Although
model outcomes are in line with this general picture, growth differences
among products are still remarkable. Consumption of wine and butter
decreases somewhat, while consumer demand for vegetable oil and nonbovine meat increasesatmorethantheaverage rate.
Because intermediate demand is much more price elastic than consumer demand, shifts in the sector's own demand are more pronounced.
Especially the usage of cereals increases. This can partly be explained by
the small increase of intensive livestock production, but the replacement
12

of grains substitutes for feed grains appears to be the most important
cause.Intermediate usage of grains increases until the year 2000by about
28million metric tons.Over the period 1992-2000the share of feed grains
intotalcompound feeds increasesby 12per centto67per cent.The reduction of cereals protection therefore clearly rehabilitates the position of
grainsinthecompound feed package.
Externaltrade
The Mac Sharry-reform contributes to an alleviation of trade disputes
with third countries about the EC'sexportsof cereals.Already in 1996net
exports of cereals are about 25million tons less than in 1992(table 2.3).A
combination of various effects explains the vanishing of the cereals exports: the set-aside obligation, the strong increase of intermediate
demand, and anextensification effect in1993.
Compared with 1992, imports of grains substitutes are almost 25 per
cent lower in 2000. For other commodities, the differences in net trade
flows are, except for bovine meat, relatively minor. Sheep meat imports
from third countries increase.Thisiscaused bythequota on sheep.
Table2.3 Externaltrade: net imports(+)and net exports(-) in milliontons
(EC-9)
Product

1992

2000

Wheat
Coarse grains
Sugar
Fatsand oils
Protein feed
Carbohydrates

16.6
9.2
3.7
+3.5
-11.8
•23.1

0.2
+2.4
2.4
+5.3
+8.0
+18.5

Butter
Other dairy
Bovine meat
Ovine meat

0.1
3.1
0.1
+0.1

-0.0
1.1
0.6
+0.4
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2.4 EC-agriculture underMacSharry:prices,budget andvalue added
Prices
The Mac Sharry simulations reveal that protection at the EC's border,
measured as the ratio of internal border prices and world market prices,
willdecrease significantly through time(seetable2.4).
Table2.4 Ratioofinternalborderpricesandworldmarketprices
Product
Wheat
Coarse grains
Sugar
Butter
Other dairy
Bovine meat

1992
2.33
1.88
1.87
1.83
1.33
1.35

2000
1.40
1.01
1.80
1.55
1.30
1.00

Under the Mac Sharry-reform, wheat protection decreases from about
133per cent in 1992to40per cent in 2000.For coarse grains these percentages are 88 and 1 respectively. The outcome for bovine meat is also remarkable: at the end of the simulation period border prices for bovine
meat willequal world market price levels.Thedecrease inprotection rates
is, apart from slight changes in trade and transport margins, the result of
the MacSharry measures and of the drop in real prices due to inflation on
the one hand and hardly falling or even rising (cereals) world market
prices onthe other.
EAGGF-outlays
Guarantee outlays of the European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund (EAGGF)for theMacSharry-reform are assessed in table
2.5. Outlays for refunds on exports will decrease significantly while, on
the other hand, producer subsidies due to the compensations per hectare
and per animal show a drastic increase.Thesignificant increase of outlays
on Other EAGGF guarantee is especially due to the increase of producer
subsidies in the member states not covered by ECAM (Spain, Greece and
Portugal).

14

Table2.5 EAGGF-guarantee outlays EC-12 (billionecu and average yearly
growthrates)
1992

2000

Average yearly growth rates
1982-1992a)

Exports refunds
Producer subsidies
Consumer subsidies
Input subsidies
Storage costs
Other guarantee
Total

1992-2000b)

6.4
7.5
1.6
2.9
3.5
9.7

3.1
14.7
1.6
2.8
3.2
12.6

3.2
14.0
3.7
3.2
10.3
23.6

8.7
8.8
0.0
0.4
1.1
3.3

32.2

38.0

10.3

2.1

a) Innominalecu; b) Inrealecu.

Total EAGGF-guarantee-outlays for the EC-12 are nearly 6billion ecu
higher in 2000 than in 1992.The growth of these outlays, 2.1per cent per
year, is of about the same order of magnitude as the spending guideline.
Therefore, ECAM's simulation results suggest that it may be possible
under the Mac Sharry-reform to satisfy the spending guideline of 1988.
Thisresult issensitive totheassumption that intervention prices and compensations are nominally fixed and that three per cent inflation has been
assumed. Of course, the budgetary outlays will be higher if farmers receivefully indexed compensation. Inprevious runs,where thefull indexation assumption was implemened (and higher cereal yields were
assumed), the additional budget costs under the Mac Sharry-reform rose
to 10billion ecu.
This increase is not really surprising. If income support is decoupled
from price support, the amount of support becomes visible on the ECbudget; consumers no longer pay the support indirectly through high
food prices but directly through higher taxes which finance the ECbudget.
Valueadded
According to ECAM real value added per person in agriculture in the
period 1992-2000 is expected to decrease by about 0.5 per cent per year
which islessthan theyearly averageof thepreceding 10years.Thereduction in real value added should not be interpreted as a corresponding re15

auction inincome.Valueadded isonly avery rough indicator for farm income as depreciation, rent, interest, wages paid to employees are, among
others, part of it. Moreover, because agriculture is characterized by a
steady outflow of labour, the available incomehas tobe shared among an
ever smaller number of people.ECAMprojects an average labour outflow
of2.6per centper year.
2.5 EC-agriculture andtheMac Sharry-reform
ECAM'ssimulation results show that under the MacSharry regime the
development of agricultural incomes is rather stable with a slight shift
from value added generated in the crop sector to that in the livestock sector. Under the Mac Sharry-reform real budgetary outlays will develop at
the pace of 2.0 per cent per year and exports to the world market vanish
for cerealsbut riseforbeef.
While price distortions are reduced, the regulations introduce quotas
and rents on sheep and cereals,oilseeds,protein crops, fodder maize and
cattle.These rents favour existing farmers, but create an additional financial burden for young farmers. On the other hand the restriction of agriculturalsupply mayhaveenvironmental benefits.
Finally it must be emphasized that the nature of protection of the EC
market does not change under the reform: the system of variable levies
and export refunds remains in place.Criticism on the CAPby third countries, referring to lack of access to the EC market and unfair competition
on theworld market, willprobably not cometoanend under Mac Sharry,
albeit that there isaclear tendency towithdraw from theworld market. It
will be investigated in the next section whether this is sufficient to meet
the requirements following from thebilateral agreement with theUS.

16

THE BILATERAL EC-USAGREEMENT AND
THECAP-REFORM

3.1 Mainelements of the agreement
The bilateral agreement between the EC and the US relates mainly to
market access,internalsupport and commitments onexports (CEC,1992).
Marketaccess
With respect to market access for third countries, two elements are of
major importance.
First,ithasbeen agreed tochange allnon tariff border protection measures intocustomstariffs (tariffication) and toreduce these tariffs by 36per
cent over a period of 6 years. The 36 per cent must be calculated as a
simple mathematical average. Each individual tariff must be reduced by
at least 15per cent.Thebase period for calculatingthe tariffs is1986-1988.
Of relevance is that in case of excessive downward fluctuations on world
markets, a variable element called 'special safeguard clause' is added
automatically tothe tariff.
Secondly, it has been agreed that import opportunities will be opened
in 1994 equalling 3 per cent of internal consumption of the reference period and risingto5per cent in2000.
Internalsupport
Internal support has to be reduced by 20 per cent in comparison with
the base period 1986-1988.Internal support is expressed by an Aggregate
Measurement of Support (AMS).Roughly speaking the AMSis calculated
as:
AMS = l i Qi*(PmU-Pwm,i)
where:
Qi
= Volumeofproduction, product i
Pint,i = InternalEC-price,product i
Pwm,i = World marketprice,product i
17

For thoseproducts where market pricesupport existsbut for which calculation of the AMS is,according to the original Dunkel text, unpractical,
equivalent commitments will be undertaken. These equivalent commitments are defined inAnnex 6oftheDunkel Proposal.
Commitmentsonexports
With respect to export two commitments have been foreseen. First, it
has been agreed that direct export subsidies will be reduced by 36 per
cent. Secondly,both the USand the EChave committed themselves to reduce the volume of subsidized exports by 21per cent. The agreement refers to a six year period and applies to individual products. The base
period used for thecalculations is1986-1990.
3.2 Preliminary assessment of the agreement
Before we discuss the compatibility between the agreement and the
evolution of EC-agriculture under the Mac Sharry-reform, some general
remarks arein order.
i) The AMS reduction is a central element in the agreement. By definition it is a sum total. Hence, an increase in protection for one commodity could becompensated by areduction for an other.
ii) Reduction of the AMS can also be obtained by reducing supply.
Therefore, reduction of milk or sugar quotas is looked at as a reduction in support.
iii) The tariffication contains a variable element to protect the EC-market
from excessive fluctuations on world markets. This so-called 'special
safeguard clause' may automatically be added to the tariff when the
importpricefor the ECfallsby more than 10per centbelow the average
of 1986-1988.Actual world market prices aremuch lower than the import prices for the EC in the base period, as calculated by the Commission. This means that, in practice, the clause will become effective
very soon (seeCEC,1992,table2).
iv) The average tariff reduction of 36 per cent is an unweighed average.
Thus, a large reduction for an economically minor product can compensate for asmallreduction of aneconomically important product.
v) As it appears, the agreement is in nominal terms. It is completely
silent about inflation compensation, albeit that the original Dunkel Proposal does contain asuggestion for adjustment incase ofexcessive inflation rates.The effect of inflation can easily surpass the effect of the
reduction ratesofthe agreement.
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vi) Direct producer subsidies are not subject to any reduction commitment. They fall within the so-called 'green box'. The implication is
that a fall in farmers' income due to a decrease in border protection
canbecompensated by 'decoupled' subsidies.
vii) It must be stressed also that the GATT should in principle cover
processed agricultural products as well and not just raw commodities.However, the tariffication of processed commodities,e.g. alcohol
beverages, processed meat products, is extremely cumbersome. The
constituents of the processed products must be known for each product traded, the corresponding tariffs must be attached and aggregated toobtain thetariff ofthe final product. Ifworld market pricesof
the constituents change,tariffs change.Thiswould becomeagreat administrative burden, asitisnow for theECrefunds, unless a flat tariff
is agreed upon. The apparent solution is to let tariffication apply to
food products which consist of one dominant constituent (cereals,
beef,cheeseetc.)only.
viii)Within the EC green rates apply which are member-state specific.
Since theborder price isbased upon the (green) intervention price for
a number of products, it is impossible to define one central border
price for the ECunless green rates are fully harmonized over member
states. The present volatility of the exchange-rate mechanism makes
full harmonization in the near future unlikely. If the MCA's, which
have been abolished in 1992,would return, border prices could even
be country and product specific. The GATT rules are not completely
clear how to deal with thegreen ratesof the EC [orthey are imprecise
because they assume anapproximate central green rate].Inour analysisweproceed from onecentralborder price.
ix) Finally,wewant tostressthat ifthebilateral agreement isaccepted by
other GATT-parties, the resulting multilateral agreement is only a
small step towards free trade in agricultural products. The agreement
isstill far away from the initial proposal of theUSto cut all farm subsidieswithin ten years.
In the remainder of this section we will investigate to what extent ECagriculturewillbeaffected bythebilateral agreement.
3.3 Theeffect of the AMS-commitment
In section 2 it was explained why CAP-reform and developments on
the world market will, for most products, result in a decrease in the ratio
of internal border prices and world market prices in the coming years. It
was also shown that production of most products will increase in the pe19

riod 1993-2000. These two developments have opposite effects on the
AMS. However, the figures of tables 2 and 4 suggest that, on balance, a
net decreaseoftheaggregated measure ofsupport islikely.Adetailed calculation confirms this.Compared with thebase period, ECAM forecasts a
fall in theAMSby 62per cent intheperiod until 2000.Totheextent that a
multilateral GATT-agreement will result in higher world market prices
than the ones quoted in table 2.1, this outcome would even be an underestimation oftheforeseeable reduction.
According tothebilateral agreement,theAMSshould have fallen by20
per cent in the year 2000 relative to the base period. Because the 20 per
cent refers to anominal amount, acorrection for inflation has tobe made.
At an average yearly inflation rate of 3 per cent, the AMS commitment
amounts toabout 37per cent (l-((l-0.2)/1.038)) of the AMSinthebase period. This correction does not change the conclusion according to which
realization of theAMS-partof the agreement willnotbe aproblem for the
EC.Others (e.g.Guyomard et al.,1992)arriveatthesame conclusion.
The easewith which theAMScommitment canbe realised is above all
caused by (i) the possibility of summation over products, (ii) the fact that
all subsidies per hectare and per animal are in the green box and (iii) the
very lowworld market prices inthebase period.
3.4 Theeffect of theimportandexport commitments
The agreements with respect to minimum access opportunities and
volumes of subsidized exportsapply for individual products (or commodity groups). Therefore, an assessment of the effects of the commitments
has tobe performed on aproduct by product base.The discussion will be
limited tothemain surplus products only.
Cereals
Relative to the reference period, the estimated net effect of the agreement on the EC-cereal balance amounts to 13million tons (Van Berkum,
1993).At the end of the term of the GATT-agreement the ECisallowed to
export 23.4 million tons of cereals (CEC, 1992). The ECAM-outcomes
show that meeting this will not pose any problem. Lower internal prices
combined with the set-aside regulations will result in a drastic reduction
of the growth rates for cereals. Moreover, the Mac Sharry-reforms will
lead to a sharp increase in the usage of cereals by the EC-feed sector. Together these developments will by the year 2000 result in a vanishing of
cereals exports (table 2.3).Although Blom (1992)and Roningen (1992) are
less optimistic with respect to the Mac Sharry effect on the increase in in20

ternal demand for feed grains, they also conclude that the effect will be
largeenough tomeetthe GATT-requirement.
Sugar
Table 2.3 shows that sugar exports are predicted to fall by about 1.5
million tons or 40per cent in the period 1992-2000.This gives a crude indication that meeting the requirement of the bilateral agreement with respect to market access and export reduction for sugar will cause no
problems for the Community either. However, for a more precise conclusion one has to take into account that part of the sugar exports of the EC
consists of so-called C-sugar which is exported without subsidy and that
the EC has committed itself to import 1.3 million tons of sugar from the
ACP-countries every year. Part of the latter is re-exported. Exports of Csugar and re-exports ofACP-sugar arenot subject toreduction. Therefore,
the export reduction is less than the base period export statistics suggest.
According tothe Commission the export commitment implies a reduction
in sugar exports of 153,000 tons in the six year period only (CEC, 1992).
Because sugar consumption intheEChas increased by some 80,000tonsa
year in recent years, the export requirement can be satisfied if this trend
continues. This is even more so if one considers that, because of the imports from ACP-countries,no additional imports are necessary.
Dairyproducts
ECAM distinguishes only two dairy products: butter and other dairy.
GATT-commitments have been made for four dairy products, as summarized in table 3.1. The import and export commitments amount to
Table3.1 Quantity commitmentson imports and (subsidized) exports, 2000
relative to1991, in1,000 ton milkequivalents
Export
change
Butter and butter oil
Skimmed milkpowder
Cheese
Other

564
291
-1414
-1460

Total

-2019

Import
change

207
376
837
1843

3263

Net export
change

357
-85
-2251
-3303

-5282

Source: VanBerkum (1993).
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slightly more than 5 million metric tonnes of milkequivalents, or 4.8 per
cent of total milk production in the EC.Under the Mac Sharry regime it is
possible to reduce milkquota by two per cent. Moreover, due to growing
consumer demand, the offtake of most dairy products within the EC increases at a rate around of 0.75 per cent per year. On the basis of a
straightforward calculation it can be concluded that meeting the commitmentswillnotposea problem.
This conclusion is corroborated by the ECAM-simulation. The ECAMoutcomes even show that milk production can beexpanded by the end of
thenineties.There arethree additional reasonswhy expansion isa serious
possibility indeed. First, the GATT-commitments refer to the EC of 1992.
TheCanary Islands and the EFTAcountries are considered as third countries.However, sinceJanuary 1993the Canary Islands are fully integrated
in the Community. Consequently exports to these Islands are, by definition, not counted as exports to third countries anymore. A same kind of
administrative reduction in exports to third countries will appear once
EFTAcountriesbecomemembers of theEC.
Secondly,the import commitment isnot an obligation tobuy but rather
an obligation to offer third countries the opportunity to sell. As can be
seen from table 3.1thecommitment has above allconsequences for cheese
and other dairy products (e.g.fresh milk products).It isnot at all self-evident that third countries will want to use the additional export opportunity. A significant part of the additional imports must come from
countries where internal milk prices are even higher than in the EC.Exports atworld market priceswillnotbeattractive for these countries.
Finally, it is important to emphasize that due to the drastic decrease of
subsidized exports,world market prices for dairy products will,in caseof
a multilateral agreement, definitely increase. Hence it will become more
attractive for the EC-dairy sector toincrease itsunsubsidized exports,particularly because demand for unsubsidized product will certainly increase.
Although there are no problems to be expected for the total dairy sector, there might be some for cheese. The growth of EC cheese production
in recent years may need temporary suspension in order to fulfil the export commitment (seeVanBerkum,1993).
Bovinemeat
TheECisboth a large exporter and a large importer ofbovine meat. As
long as imports do not fall below the level of the base period, the import
commitment willbemet.Withrespect toexports,matters seemmore complicated. The ECAM run foresees a rapid increase inbovine meat produc22

tion and a relatively slow growth in consumption. In the year 2000 the
gross surplus (net exports + imports) amounts to about 1.4 million tons.
According tothecommitment, theECisallowed toexport 0.8million tons
bovine meat with subsidy only.StillECAMoutcomes suggest that there is
noproblem.Ifwe assume arapid deterioration ofintervention conditions,
asdone inECAM,then attheend of theGATT-term theborder prices will
be more or less equal to world market prices. In that situation subsidization of exportsisnot necessary anymore.
3.5 Theeffect of reducedborderprotection
Protection has been defined as the difference between the internal
border price and the world market price. Therefore, prior to a discussion
on theeffect of thecommitments directed at reducing existingborder protection, the effects of a GATT-agreement on world market prices have to
be assessed.
Worldmarketprices
A multilateral GATT-agreement will have a positive effect on world
market prices which means that, ceteris paribus, a GATT-agreement will
automatically result in a decrease of border protection. Although there is
not much dispute on this,itisdifficult toassessthepreciseeffect on world
market prices.
To avoid the risk of being overly optimistic, in analyzing the consequences of tariffication and the reduction of export subsidies for theEC,
we proceed from the conservative position that world market prices for
cereals and sugar will not be affected by a multilateral agreement. On the
other hand we assume a real price rise of 0.5 per cent per year for beef.
This increase is motivated by the fact that beef exports to Japan and the
NIC's will probably be stimulated by an agreement. On the heavily protected dairy markets larger priceincreases canbeexpected. Following van
Berkum (1993)weproceed for alldairy products (exceptbutter) on the assumption of a real price rise of 3per cent per year. These rates are additional tothepricedevelopments quoted intable2.1.
Tariffication
According to thebilateral agreement the ECfarmer will in2000be protected against outside competition by (nominal) tariffs which are,on average, 36per cent below the tariff in the base period. Table 3.2 summarizes
theeffect ofthispart ofthecommitment onthecompetitiveness oftheEC
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Table3.2 Customstariffs and border prices in 2000for someimportant commodities (ecuperton)
Tariff

Product

nominal a)
(1)
Wheat
Coarse grains
Sugar
Butter
Dairy
Bovine meat

95
94
419
1896
187d)
1608

real
(2)
77
76
339
1531
151
1299

Import
priceb)

Border
pricec)

(3)

(4)

178
169
610
3521
658
2991

154
114
547
3387
568
1967

a)Nominaltariffs takenfrom CEC (1992); b) Worldmarketprice+ realtariff;c)BorderpricesaccordingtoECAM;d)Tariffderivedfrom tariffonskimmedmilkpowder(1 kgsmp=5.09unitsof
dairy).

at the border. The first column of the table lists the (nominal) tariffs allowed in 1999according to the EC (CEC,1992).In the second column these
tariffs have been deflated by 3per cent per year.Thesum of these and the
world market price (table 2.1,corrected for GATT-price effects of dairy
and beef) equals the net import price at the EC-border. The last column
shows the EC-border prices according toECAM.The outcomes of the calculation do notjustify any fear for a pressure on internal prices due to tariffication and a subsequent reduction of tariffs. This 'optimistic'
conclusion rests mainly on the height of the tariffs in the base year. In the
agreement these tariffs are determined as the differences between the EC
intervention prices raised by ten per cent and the world market prices in
the base period. EC-intervention prices were relatively high in the base
period whileworld marketpricesfor mostproductswere low.
Also of relevance is the fact that the agreement contains a special
safeguard provision which becomes effective in case the EC import price
falls below a pre specified price. It is not unimportant to note that these
'pre specified prices', are much higher than the average world market
prices inthebaseperiod (seeCEC,1992).
Reducedexportsubsidies
Although the Mac Sharry-reforms will, among other things, result in
atendency of EC-agriculture towithdraw from world markets,for some
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Table3.3 Maximum exportsubsidies andborderprices in2000for some importantcommodities (ecuperton)
Maximum export subsidy

Product

Wheat
Coarse grains
Sugar
Butter
Dairy
Bovine meat

World market
price

Border
priceb)

Nominal; a)
(1)

Real
(2)

(3)

(4)

85
88
389
2317
192 c)
1542

69
71
314
1872
155
1245

101
93
271
1990
507
1692

85
43
233
1515
413
722

a)NominalexportsubsidiescalculatedfromCEC(1992,GATT concession list,supportingtable
11);b)BorderpricesaccordingtoECAM;c)Tariffderivedfromtariffonskimmedmilkpowder(1
kgsmp=5.09units ofdairy).

products the ECwillremain anet exporter. Because internal EC-prices for
most products are expected to stay above corresponding prices on the
world market, export subsidies tobridge internal and external prices will
stillbenecessary inthefuture. Table3.3summarizes theresults of acalculation which seeksto determine whether the competitiveness of theEC on
the world market is affected by the bilateral agreement. The maximum
amount of subsidy per ton of product i in 2000 (column (1) is calculated
as:
SU =
where:
Si,f
=
Si,b =
Qi,b =
a
=
ß
=

(l-a)Si / b /(l-ß)Qi,b
Maximum export-subsidy per ton in2000,product i
Totalexport-subsidy inthebaseperiod,product i
Volumeofsubsidized exportsinthebase period
Reduction-factor oftotalexport-subsidy (a =0.36)
Reduction-factor ofvolume ofsubsidized exports
(ß=0.21)

In column (2) of table 3.3 the deflated subsidy amounts are shown.
Column (3) lists the product prices on the world market. The minimum
supply prices of the EC are shown in column (4).They have been calculated as the differences between ECborder prices and the maximum export subsidies (column(2)).
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A comparison between columns (3) and (4) reveals that the subsidies
per ton that are still allowed under the GATTwill be more than sufficient
tobridge thegap between internal and external prices.It must be stressed
that the assumptions underlying the calculations are very conservative.
For example,it hasbeen assumed that volumes of subsidized exports will
decrease by 21 per cent only. As was discussed above, ECAM outcomes
indicate much larger reductions (see table 2.3). Consequently maximum
subsidiesper toncanevenbehigher than the amounts quoted intable3.3.
3.6 Incentives toimplement the commitments
The commitments made during the negotiations are intentions only. It
isnot indicated how to implement them. In the discussion so far we have
attempted to show that these commitments do not require much adjustment in the present CAP after the Mac Sharry-reform. Nevertheless, substantial uncertainty remains as to how the farmers will react to the Mac
Sharry-reform. The present discussion isonly in terms of model forecasts.
Inpractice there may beunexpected future developments. In that case the
commitments on ECexports willbe the first tobeviolated. Asmall difference in intra-EC supply or demand leads to a large variation in net exports and thiscreates awide margin of uncertainty.
When unanticipated developments occur and commitments become
binding, the EC could in the short-term restrict exports through stock adjustments and then, in the medium term, raise set asides for crops and reduce production quota for livestock. For beef, where no quota exist
another mechanism likequota onsubsidized exports could be introduced.
However, because of the 'volatility' of net exports, such adjustments
could lead to problems in fine-tuning the policies and the resulting permanent interference with thefarmer's decision process through new regulationsisbound tobedistortionary. Moreover, farmers would suffer.
We argue that a way out is to make use of the fact that unsubsidized
exports fall outside the committed volumes.Any relabelling of previously
subsidized exports as unsubsidized exports reduces subsidized exports.
This suggests two ways to avoid the pressures from the export commitments.
First,the ECcould increase acreage subsidies (which arenot counted as
protection) and simultaneously reduce the intervention price. This would
however affect demand and, more importantly,increasethebudgetary expenditures ofthe Community.
Second, producer's organizations could recur to practices of market
segmentation, producing 'C-crops' and 'C-livestock' like C-sugar. Whenever a significant part of the farmer's costs are of the nature of set-up
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costs, an overall reduction in producer prices compensated by increased
subsidiesper unitwithin anA-quotum would hardly affect output levels.
If this type of practices becomes pervasive (and the possibility of exporting unsubsidized production is granted explicitly in the current
agreement), the disciplining role of the GATT-agreement will be severely
reduced, at least in the short-run, when the Community preference is
maintained. One could put it like this. As long as imports are being protected a significant rent is created not just on import but on domestic
demand as well, which can accrue to the farmers. The schemes with 'Ccrops' only give up a subsidy on exports which is relatively insignificant
when compared tothetotal rent (asmeasured, sayby theAMS).
However, what remains is the long-run effect of tariffication. As soon
as tariffication eliminates the prevailing Community preference, it will
undermine the basic principles of the CAP. Consumers and the feed industry will become linked to world prices. In that case the second option
of market segmentation is ruled out. Because the option of direct support
iscostly for thetaxpayer, thisoptionwillbehard tomaintain either.
Hence it seems that the upcoming GATT-agreement, if at all reached,
will for agriculture serve toput the (tariffication) machinery intoplace for
rounds ofnegotiation inthefuture when Community preference will have
been eroded by inflation. Thennegotiations can start on thebasisof tariffs
which are effective, so that tariff reductions will (finally) have visible impact on theECmarkets.
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4. SUMMARYANDMAINCONCLUSIONS

For the first time in history it is tried to integrate agriculture into the
rules of the GATT, the periodic multilateral negotiations aiming at more
liberalised international trade. Reasons of food security combined with
vested interests in the agricultural sector of many industrial countries
successfully resisted earlier initiatives to decrease existing high levels of
domestic support for agricultural products. Although these vested interests have again shown their strength during the Uruguay round, it is unlikely that a multilateral agreement will be blocked by agricultural
policies. The recent bilateral agreement between the EC and the US is a
clear indication that countervailing forces have gained significant
strength. The EC-US agreement, which is a modified version of the
Dunkel Proposal,has a good chance tobe accepted by the other negotiatingparties aswell.
In this paper we have analyzed the consequences of the agreement for
the agricultural sector of the EC.Such an analysis ishampered by the fact
that the CAP is on the eve of the most drastic reform since its existence.
An analysisof thebilateral agreement hastobepreceded by an analysisof
the CAP-reform.
The consequences of the CAP-reform have been traced with ECAM, a
general equilibrium model of EC-agriculture. The model outcomes suggest that the reform will, among others, result in (i) a withdrawal of the
EC from the international grain market; (ii) much lower (real) internal
prices; (iii) a sharp increase in the amount of producer subsidies; and (iv)
inlower outlaysonexport refunds.
In thesecond part of thepaper,the results of thesimulations have been
compared with the commitments of the bilateral trade-agreement. It appears that the agreement is,in broad terms, compatible with the CAP-reform; thus incomes of ECfarmers will behardly affected by it.Becauseof
the CAP-reform the AMS-commitment as defined in the bilateral agreement, i.e. excluding producer subsidies,will be easily met. Moreover, because of the choice for the base period, the height of the initial tariffs and
the 'special safeguard clause', the effect of tariffication will probably be
negligible as well. Because of developments in internal demand and
28

supply net surplus of many products will decrease significantly anyhow.
Hence commitments on minimum access and subsidized exports will not
bevery demanding either.Itmust bestressed alsothat by the full integration of the Canary Islands and an eventual EC-membership of the EFTA
countries,thedefinition of 'third countries' changes.Commitments on import accessand export reduction arefavourably affected by this.
These conclusions refer to the term of the agreement. In the longer run
the consequences of the agreement will probably become more visible.
Community preference will, step by step, erode by inflation. And negotiated tariff reductions, in a second round, will (finally) become effective.
Themain point onwhichtheresults ofour analysishave tobe qualified
relates to the fact that the commitments of the agreement are (partly) expressed in nominal amounts. In the analysis we have proceeded from an
average inflation rate of 3per cent per year and no indexation. If inflation
rates are significantly higher, the absence of indexation will cause a rapid
decrease in border protection. Because the original Dunkel Proposal contains a (rather vague) safety clause in caseborder protection is eroded by
excessive inflation rates, it is not very likely that such a situation will
occur.
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ANNEX 1. ANOUTLINEOFECAM
ECAM isarecursively dynamic,applied general equilibrium (AGE-)model. It follows
the approach toAGE-modellingwith inequality constraints and pricerigidities described
in Fischer et al. (op.cit,ch.2).Further details on ECAM are given in Folmer et al. (1989).
Here we only listcharacteristic features ofthis model.
ECAM describes the intra-EC market clearing at given international prices and policy
interventions. Itcoversthe ECexcluding Greece,Portugal and Spainand distinguishes 19
agricultural commodities, one nontradeable, national non-agricultural and one tradeable
non-agricultural commodity. It operates at national level with a consumer demand and
an agricultural supply module asbasic elements, the parameters of which have been obtained viatimeseries estimation.
(a) Consumerdemand follows expenditure minimization according to a two-level demand
system: at the lower level a linear expenditure system (LES) with trends on commitments for food demand; at upper level an AIDS-system for food, beverages and
tobacco and non-food.
(b)Agricultural supply ismodeled via a one-period, revenue maximizing nonlinear program with a land constraint, a livestock-feed energy constraint and a livestock operating-capacity constraint. Milk quota are imposed as upper bound on milk supplies.
The constraint set is completed with commodity balances including a greenfodder
balance. Yields of crops and animals follow exogenously specified trends which reflect technical progress. Nonlinearity enters via production and transformation functions, which because of the decomposable structure of the program, canbe dealt with
via separate cost and revenue functions. Detailscanbefound in Keyzer (1989a,b).
(c) Resources. The resource availabilities of labour, land and operating capacity are adjusted prior to (i.e.recursively on)thenonlinear program.
(d)Non-agricultural supply. Tradeable non-agricultural production is treated as an exogenous variable. Nontradeable non-agricultural production (mainly construction and
services) isendogenously produced under constant returns to scale with fixed markup rate over variable costs.
(e) Exchange component.The problem of obtaining an equilibrium solution for the ECeconomy in a given year issolved in the model's exchange component. Equilibrium is
established through an iterative process at EC-market level. On the EC-market the
sellers of production compete with traders with the outside world and possibly the
publicstock authorities tosatisfy totalEC-demand. EC-clearingpricesadjust untilECcommodity balances are cleared and national consumers are at maximum utility.
During the adjustment process the feed demand structure adjusts to achieve cost minimization but thelivestocknumbers arekept fixed.
When an equilibrium solution for themodel isobtained,allinformation isavailable to
print detailed and integrated accounts,both in value and in volume terms, which together depict thecompleteeconomy,atnationallevelaswellas at EC-level.
(f) The community budget. Thebudgetary rules in ECAM,which reflect actual CAP regulations asclosely aspossible,arethe following:
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

The Community-budget balances through adjustment of contributions by member states,called VAT-transfers.
These transfers are distributed over member states in proportion to their respectivevalue-added atfactor cost.
Thenational governments may incur abudget-deficit which isfinanced through
privateand/or foreign savings.
Levies, tariffs and refunds on trade with non-members accrue directly to the
Community.
National governments are compensated by the Community for payment of ECsubsidies on supply and demand and ofMonetary Compensatory Amounts.
Buffer stocks are held by member states in exogenously set, commodity-specific
proportions. National governments finance these stocks through government
bonds. The Community repays interest and storage costs as well as losses on
stock.

(g)Recursively dynamic simulation. ECAMissolved under arecursively dynamic mode.
For given levels of supply by agriculture and tradeable non-agriculture, given international prices and CAP-policies, the exchange component is solved, starting in the
base-year 1982.Then, using the various equilibrium prices,resource adjustments take
place, the agricultural supply decision is solved and non-agricultural supply adjusts.
Finally, policy updates are introduced setting the stage for a next year of simulation
and so on until the end of the simulation period. This is more or less a descriptive
mode of simulation as opposed to a normative one where one would expect agents
behaviour tobe time consistent and intertemporally efficient, at least over the horizon
of simulation.
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